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Abstract: In this paper we study the transverse energy spectrum for the Drell-Yan process.
The transverse energy is measured within the central region defined by a (pseudo-) rapidity
cutoff. Soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) is used to factorize the cross section and resum
large logarithms of the rapidity cutoff and ratios of widely separated scales that appear in
the fixed order result. We develop a framework which can smoothly interpolate between
various regions of the spectrum and eventually match onto the fixed order result. This way
a reliable calculation is obtained for the contribution of the initial state radiation to the
measurement. By comparing our result for Drell-Yan against Pythia we obtain a simple
model that describes the contribution from multiparton interactions (MPI). A model with
little or no dependence on the primary process gives results in agreement with the simulation.
Based on this observation we propose MPI insensitive measurements. These observables are
insensitive to the MPI contributions as implemented in Pythia and we compare against the
purely perturbative result obtained with the standard collinear factorization.
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1 Introduction
Modern experimental and theoretical studies of processes in hadron colliders are often limited
by our understanding of the underlying event which describes all that is seen by the detectors
that does not come directly from the primary hard process. In hadronic collisions understand-
ing the various contributions to the underlying event is crucial not only for testing quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) but also in searches for new physics and precision measurements.
The bulk of underlying event activity comes from multiparton interactions (interactions
between the proton remnants from the hard process) and initial and final state radiation (ISR
and FSR). Although the contribution to the underlying event from initial and final state ra-
diation can be calculated in perturbation theory, contributions from multiparton interactions
are more challenging to estimate. Currently the most effective way for integrating MPI with
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the hard process and partonic initial and final state showers are through models implemented
in Monte Carlo simulations.
In experimental and Monte Carlo studies a class of observables known as MPI sensitive
observables are used to probe the underling event activity in hadronic colliders. Transverse
energy, ET , is such an observable and is defined as
ET (ηcut) =
∑
i
p
(i)
T Θ(ηcut − |η(i)|) , (1.1)
where p
(i)
T is the scalar transverse momentum of particle i and η
(i) is its pseudo-rapidity. For
the CMS and ATLAS experiments at the large hadron collider (LHC) the cutoff parameter,
ηcut, is typically chosen to be ∼ 2 − 2.5 (see, for example, Refs. [1–5]). Other examples of
such observables are the beam thrust [3, 6–8] and the transverse thrust [9] but in this paper
we will focus on transverse energy.
MPI sensitive observables take large contributions from spectator-spectator interactions
and it was shown in Refs. [10–12] that these contributions are related to the violation of the
traditional factorization due to Glauber gluon exchanges. In this paper we do not attempt to
prove a factorization formula but we rather adopt an alternative approach where we include
multiparton interactions through a model function convolved with the perturbative calcula-
tion from the collinear and soft factorization. We study the dependence of the model on the
hard scale of the process using Pythia simulations and we find that (for the LHC) below
the TeV scale the MPI distribution is independent of the hard scale. The same result was
found in Ref. [13] using Herwig++ by studying different primary processes (Higgs, Z, and W±
production). The effect of MPI in Higgs transverse energy distributions was also studied in
Ref. [14].
In Ref. [15] it was shown that the factorization of the cross section depends on the region
of phase-space under study, even for relatively large rapidity cutoff. Particularly, two regions
of phase-space are identified,
Region I : Qr  ET  Q
Region II : ET . Qr  Q , (1.2)
where r = exp(−ηcut) is the cutoff “radius” and Q the partonic center-of-mass energy. In
this work we review the analysis of Ref. [15] and we illustrate how within the framework
of soft-collinear effective theory [16–19] (SCET) we can study the effects of rapidity cutoff
on resummed transverse energy distributions measured in hadronic collisions. We use the
factorization of Ref. [15] and demonstrate that in the limit ET  Qr and with the appropriate
choice of dynamical scales, this factorization reduces to the one introduced in Refs. [13, 20]
for global measurements of transverse energy. In this limit the cross section is independent
of the rapidity cutoff up to power corrections of O(Qr/ET ). To simplify the discussion we
focus on the Drell-Yan process pp→ γ∗(→ `+`−) +X, where the measurement of transverse
energy is imposed on X.
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In region I since the cross section is independent of the rapidity cutoff, logarithmic en-
hancements from non-global effects are not important. However, in region II such effects are
expected to become important for ET  Qr, we find that for the values of r we are interested
resummation of global logarithms alone is sufficient to describe transverse energy distribution
where it has significant support.
Since our formalism allows us to calculate the transverse energy spectrum for a wide range
of the rapidity cutoff parameter, it can be used for understanding the rapidity dependence
of the MPI. For example we found using Pythia that the mean transverse energy from MPI
increases linearly with ηcut for 1.5 < ηcut < 3.5.
Relying on the observation that the model function is insensitive to the hard scale in pro-
cess we propose an observable defined by MPI-sensitive transverse energy but designed to be
MPI-insensitive such that we can make predictions for this observable using the standard soft
and collinear factorization formula. We refer to this observable as the subtracted transverse
energy and is defined as the difference of the mean transverse energy for two different hard
scales,
∆ET (Q,Q0) ≡ 〈ET (Q)〉 − 〈ET (Q0)〉 . (1.3)
Comparing measurements of this observable against our analytic calculations we can deter-
mine if the assumptions made in order to build the model are reasonable. We demonstrate
that this observable is independent of MPI contributions for phenomenologically relevant re-
gions, when MPI are calculated using Pythia. Measurement of the mean traverse energy
as a function of the hard scale was already performed for various processes in Refs. [4, 5].
This subtraction method can be generalized to other additive quantities and as an example,
we show that for beam thrust [7, 9, 20, 21] also is insensitive to MPI effects as generated by
Pythia.
The factorization of the cross section for regions I and II (see Eq.(1.2)) within SCET is
discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively and in Section 2.3 we discuss the merging of the
corresponding factorizations with the use of profile scales. We describe the matching onto the
fixed order result in QCD in Section 2.4. Furthermore in Section 2.4 we give the assumptions
made on the contribution of MPI which leads to the convolution of the perturbative result
and a model function for the form of the true cross section. Including the MPI contribution
using Pythia we construct a model function for the MPI that gives an accurate description
of the the simulation data. The model we construct is independent of the partonic invariant
mass. Based on the assumptions that lead to the convolutional form of the cross section we
introduce an observable insensitive to MPI in Section 3.1. We confirm that these observables
are MPI independent by comparing our purely perturbative results to Pythia simulations.
We conclude in Section 4.
2 Factorization
In this section we illustrate how within the framework of SCET we can reliably describe the
transverse energy distribution for the process qq¯ → γ∗+X for phenomenologically interesting
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values of the transverse energy and the rapidity cutoff. It was shown in Ref. [15] that when
a rapidity cutoff is imposed the transverse energy distribution is insensitive to the cutoff
parameter only in the region ET  Qr. In this region the transverse energy spectrum can be
described with the factorization theorem for the global case and for this reason we begin in
section 2.1 presenting a factorization theorem for the global definition of ET . In section 2.2
we review the factorization of the cross section for ET . Qr and in section 2.3 we show how
both regions can be described in a single factorization theorem with appropriate choice of
dynamical scales which we refer to as profile scales. Finally we discuss the matching onto the
fixed order QCD result which describes the region ET ∼ Q in section 2.4
2.1 Transverse energy as a global observable: region I
Here the transverse energy is defined as a global observable by,
ET =
∑
i/∈{`+,`−}
p
(i)
T , (2.1)
where i extends over all the particles in the event other than the di-lepton pair from the decay
of the virtual photon. In the region where ET is parametrically smaller than the invariant
mass of the di-lepton pair, the relevant modes to the measurement are the soft and collinear
modes and their corresponding scaling is,
soft : pµs = (p
+
s , p
−
s , p
⊥
s ) ∼ (ET , ET , ET )
collinear : pµc = (p
+
c , p
−
c , p
⊥
c ) ∼ (E2T /Q,Q,ET ) , (2.2)
where p± and p⊥ are the light-cone and perpendicular components of momenta with respect
to the beam axis. The effective field theory that describes the dynamics and interactions of
these modes is SCETII. The hard scaling modes, p
µ
h ∼ (Q,Q,Q), have been integrated out
during the construction of the effective theory. The cross section can then be factorized into
hard, soft, and collinear functions [13, 20]:
dσ(G)
dydQ2dET
= σ0H(Q;µ)× Ss(ET ;µ, ν)⊗ B Gq/P (x1, ET ;µ, ν)⊗ B Gq/P (x2, ET ;µ, ν) , (2.3)
where Q and y are the invariant mass and rapidity of the virtual photon and the parton
momentum fraction is given by x1,2 = Qe
±y/
√
s. The hard process, qq¯ → γ∗(→ `+`−) +X is
described through the hard function H, which is the the product of matching coefficients from
matching QCD onto SCET. The initial state radiation (ISR) from soft and collinear emissions
is incorporated within the soft, Ss, and beam functions, Bq/P , respectively. In addition, the
beam functions contain information regarding the extraction of a parton, a, from the proton.
The operator definition of the beam function is [6, 22],
B Gq/P (xB, ET , µ) = Tr
[∑
X
δ(ET − EXT )
〈
Pn(k)
∣∣∣χ¯n(0)γ−
2
∣∣∣X〉〈X∣∣∣δ(p− − P n)χn(0)∣∣∣Pn(k)〉],
(2.4)
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where Pn(k) is the proton with momentum k
µ = (0+, k−, 0⊥), and xB = p−/k− is the
fraction of the proton momentum carried by the quark field. Although the beam function is
a non-perturbative object for ET  ΛQCD it can be matched onto the (also non-perturbative
but well known) collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs). This is achieved through
a convolution of perturbative calculable matching coefficients and the PDFs evaluated at a
common scale, µ, [6]:
B Gj/P (xB, ET ;µ, ν) =
∑
i
∫ 1
xB
dx
x
I Gj/i(x,ET ;µ, ν)fi/P
(xB
x
;µ
)
(2.5)
where I Gj/i are the matching coefficients and we use the superscript G to denote that these
are the matching coefficients for the case of global measurement in contrast to the case where
rapidity cutoff is implemented. We analyze the latter case in the following section. The next-
to-leading order (NLO) matching coefficients are given in Appendix A. The soft function can
be calculated order by order in perturbation theory using the operator definition and the
NLO result is given in Ref. [20]. The Born cross section, σ0 is defined by
σ0 ≡
16pi2α2EMe
2
q
3NcQ2E2cm
. (2.6)
All elements of Eq.(2.3) depend on the factorization scale, µ, and thus need to be evalu-
ated at a common scale before combining them to construct a scale independent cross section.
For this reason we use renormalization group (RG) methods that allow us to evolve each func-
tion from its canonical scale up to an arbitrary scale. This will result in a transverse energy
distribution with resummed logarithms of ratios of ET and Q, up to a particular logarithmic
accuracy. In this work we will study the next-to-leading logarithmic prime (NLL’) accuracy.
The perturbative expansions of the beam matching coefficients and the soft function suffer
from rapidity divergences that are not regulated with pure dimensional regularization. For
this reason we use the rapidity regulator introduced in Refs. [23, 24]. Although the rapidity
regulator dependence cancels at the level of cross section, the rapidity scale, ν, introduced
during the regularization procedure allows us to resum the complete set of logarithms of
ET /Q. It is only after solving the rapidity-renormalization-group (RRG) equations that we
may resum all logarithms of ET /Q up to a particular accuracy. Thus the final result for the
resummed distribution is
dσ(G)
dydQ2dET
= σ0 UH(µss, µH)H(Q,µH)× Vss(ET ;µss, νss, νB)⊗ Ss(ET ;µss, νss)
⊗ B Gq/P (xa, ET ;µB, νB)⊗ B Gq¯/P (xa¯, ET ;µB, νB) (2.7)
where UH and Vss are defined in Appendix C as the solutions to the following RG and RRG
equations,
d
d lnµ
H(Q;µ) = γHµ (Q,µ)H(Q;µ),
d
d ln ν
Ss(ET ;µ, ν) = γ
ss
ν (ET , µ)⊗ Ss(ET ;µ, ν) , (2.8)
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where
[g ⊗ f ](ET ) ≡
∫
dE′T f(ET − E′T )g(E′T ) . (2.9)
More details regarding the RG and RRG properties of the transverse energy or broadening
dependent functions can be found in Refs. [20, 23]. The canonical scales µH , µss, and µB
are used as the initial conditions for the solutions of the differential equations in Eqs.(2.8)
and are chosen such that they minimize the logarithms in the perturbative expansion of the
corresponding functions:
µH = Q , µss = µB = ET . (2.10)
Similarly for the rapidity scales we have,
νss = ET , νB = Q. (2.11)
As mentioned earlier in Ref. [15] it was shown that the the cross section in region I is
well described by the global factorization. That means,
dσ(I)
dydQ2dET
' dσ
(G)
dydQ2dET
. (2.12)
We use the above equation to describe the spectrum in region I and later in section 2.3 to
show that we can describe both regions I and II with a single factorization theorem.
2.2 Transverse energy with rapidity cutoff: region II
The transverse energy with rapidity cutoff is defined by,
ET (ηcut) =
∑
i/∈{`+,`−}
p
(i)
T Θ(ηcut − |η(i)|) , (2.13)
where η(i) is pseudo-rapidity of the i-th particle. As in the global case, we sum over all the
particles in the event excluding the di-lepton pair and ηcut is the cutoff parameter
1.
Region II, ET . Qr, is discussed in detail in Ref. [15]. Here we summarize only the main
results necessary for the analysis relevant to this work. As was illustrated in Ref. [15], in
this region we can identify an additional soft scale which is collinear enough to resolve the
boundary of the rapidity cutoff. This mode was first introduced in Ref. [25]2 in the context
of jet-radius resummation. Adopting the naming scheme of Ref. [25] we refer to this mode
as soft-collinear. Thus all the relevant modes are: (u-)soft, collinear, and soft-collinear. The
corresponding scaling is,
(u−)soft : pµs ∼ (ET , ET , ET )
soft− collinear : pµsc ∼ (ET r, ET /r,ET )
collinear : pµc ∼ (Qr2, Q,Qr) . (2.14)
1Also for simplicity of notation, for the rest of the paper we omit the dependence on ηcut in ET (ηcut) and
we specify in the text when we refer to the global definition from Eq.(2.1).
2See also Ref. [26] for similar extensions of SCET and the collinear-soft modes.
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These collinear and soft-collinear modes are associated with the direction of one of the beams,
similar modes exist for the direction of the other beam. The effective theory that describes
these modes is SCET++ and in this region the cross section factorizes in the following way,
dσ(II)
dydQ2dET
= σ0H(Q)× Ss(ET )⊗ [Sn ⊗ B IIq/P ](x1, ET , r)⊗ [Sn ⊗ B IIq/P ](x2, ET , r)
= σ0H(Q)× S(ET , r)⊗ B IIq/P (x1, ET , r)⊗ B IIq/P (x2, ET , r) , (2.15)
where Ss(ET ) is the same global soft function that appears in Eq.(2.3) and Sn(ET , r) is the
soft-collinear function describing the contribution from soft-collinear modes near the cutoff
boundary. In the first line we combined soft and soft-collinear functions into the total soft
function, S,
S(ET , r;µ) = Ss(ET ;µ, ν)⊗ Sn(ET , r;µ, ν)⊗ Sn(ET , r;µ, ν). (2.16)
We note that the soft-collinear functions depend on the rapidity scale ν. This is due to
the fact that, compared to the global case, the rapidity divergences (and thus the rapidity
scale dependence) appear in the soft-collinear function rather than in the beam function.
The beam functions are rapidity-finite and take, contributions from radiation within two
distinct regions of phase-space, below the rapidity cutoff (ηcut < η) and beyond the cutoff
(ηcut > η). Radiation below the cutoff contributes only to the so-called unmeasured beam
function which is proportional to δ(ET ) and contributes only to the zeroth bin of transverse
energy. Radiation beyond the cutoff will contribute to the beam function through a power
corrections of O(ET /Qr). These power corrections could be ignored in the small transverse
energy limit but are important in the regime where ET ∼ Qr. Thus the beam function can
be written as,
B IIa/P (x,ET , r;µ) = Bq/P (x, r;µ)δ(ET ) + ∆Bq/P (x,ET , r;µ) . (2.17)
The beam function can be matched onto the collinear PDFs when ET  ΛQCD,
B IIj/P (x,ET , r;µ) =
∑
i
∫ 1
x
dz
z
I IIj/i(z, ET , r;µ)fi/P
(x
z
;µ
)
, (2.18)
where the matching coefficient I IIa/i can be written as,
I IIj/i(x,ET , r;µ) = Ij/i(x, r;µ)δ(ET ) + ∆Bj/i(x,ET , r;µ) (2.19)
The first term, Ij/i, is the term that determines the unmeasured beam function. The per-
turbative expansion of this term contains UV divergences that need to be regulated and
renormalized. This procedure determines the RG anomalous dimension and evolution of the
beam function, B IIj/P . The second term in Eq.(2.19), ∆Bj/i, gives the contribution to the
power corrections that appear in the beam function. This term requires zero-bin subtraction
and is finite. The implicit dependence on the factorization scale µ in ∆Bj/i is due to the
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strong coupling constant. The operator definition of the beam function for region II and the
one-loop result for the corresponding matching coefficients are given in Section 3 of Ref. [15].
The resummed distribution involves evolving each term in the factorization theorem from
its canonical scale to a common scale both in virtuality and rapidity. Similarly to the global
case this is achieved through the solution of the corresponding RG equations. For the final
result we have
dσ(II)
dydQ2dET
=σ0 UH(µss, µH) H(Q,µH) UB(µss, µIIB ) UB(µss, µIIB )Vss(ET ;µss, νss, νsc)
⊗ Ss(ET ;µss, νss)⊗ [Sn(ET , r;µss, νsc)⊗ B IIq/P (xa, ET , r;µIIB )]
⊗ [Sn(ET , r;µss, νsc)⊗ B IIq¯/P (xa¯, ET , r;µIIB )] , (2.20)
where the virtuality scales are
µH = Q , µ
II
B/B = Qre
±y , µss = µsc = ET . (2.21)
We note that, in contrast to the global measurement, the two beams are evaluated at two
distinct scales. For central events the two scales are of the same order of magnitude but have
different values depending on the rapidity of the virtual photon. This is a consequence of
the rapidity cutoff since imposing such a constraint breaks boost invariance. This can be
avoided by choosing a dynamic value of the cutoff parameter in a boost invariant way, i.e.
ηcut(y) = ηcut±y.3 Our one loop results are then modified with the replacement ηcut → ηcut(y)
and this gives us a boost invariant scale µIIB/B = Qe
ηcut . With this choice we ensure that the jet
scale is always parametrically smaller than the hard scale for all values of the virtual photon’s
rapidity. Although a boost invariant definition of the rapidity cutoff is phenomenologically
preferred, experimentally fixed cutoff is used and therefore here we proceed with the same
choice. The rapidity scales are,
νss = ET , νsc =
ET
r
. (2.22)
In the next section we discuss how modifying these scales and using the factorized cross
section in Eq.(2.20) lead to a result that can describe both region I and II with a smooth
interpolation in the intermediate regime.
2.3 Profile scales and merging
The goal of this section is to show that in the limit r → 0 and ET  Qr the factorization for
Region II (i.e. Eg.(2.20)) matches onto that for the global measurment (i.e., Eq.(2.7)) with
the appropriate choice of dynamical scales which we refer to as profile scales. That is,
dσII
∣∣∣
pf
ETQr−−−−−→ dσII , dσII
∣∣∣
pf
ETQr−−−−−→ dσG (2.23)
3We use + for the beam direction, nB, and − for the opposite direction, nB = n¯B.
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The exact form of the the profile scales is not important but they need to satisfy the
following asymptotic behavior,
µpfB (ET  Qr) ∼ µ
II
B , µ
pf
B (ET  Qr) ∼ µIIB , νpfsc(ET  Qr) ∼ νsc ,
µpfB (ET  Qr) ∼ µB = µss , µ
pf
B (ET  Qr) ∼ µB = µss , νpfsc(ET  Qr) ∼ νB . (2.24)
and
dσII
∣∣∣
pf
= dσII
(
µIIB/B → µ
pf
B/B , µsc → µ
pf
sc
)
(2.25)
To see why this set of scales is appropriate for the matching of the two regimes consider
evolution kernels that appear in Eqs.(2.7) and (2.20) which are,
Π(G)(ET ; {µi}) ≡ UH(µss, µH)Vss(ET ;µss, νss, νB),
Π(II)(ET ; {µi}) ≡ UH(µss, µH) UB(µss, µIIB ) UB(µss, µIIB )Vss(ET ;µss, νss, νsc) (2.26)
respectively. In region II where ET  Qr, the transverse energy distribution should be
described by dσ(II) and thus the introduction of profile scales has no influence in the form of
the factorization theorem. This is true since in that region the profiles reduce to the scales
that they replace (see first line of Eq.(2.24)). Therefore we have,
Π(II)(ET ; {µi})
∣∣∣
pf
ETQr−−−−−→ Π(II)(ET ; {µi}) . (2.27)
In the other region, ET  Qr, the beam profiles equal the global soft scale, µss = ET , thus
the beam evolution kernels, UB, reduce to the identity,
UB(µss, µpfB )
ETQr−−−−−→ UB(µss, µss) = 1. (2.28)
Since the soft-collinear rapidity profile scale, νpfsc, is asymptotically reaching the beam rapidity
scale for the global measurement, we have,
Π(II)(ET ; {µi})
∣∣∣
pf
ETQr−−−−−→ Π(G)(ET ; {µi}) . (2.29)
For the rest of this section we demonstrate that up to power corrections Eq.(2.29) can be
extended to the NLL, NLL’, and NNLL cross section. Since this has been shown for the
evolution kernels we only need to show the same holds for the fixed order terms at O(α0s) for
NLL and O(α1s) for the NLL’ and NNLL cross-sections. At O(α0s) this is trivial since both
cases reduce to the Born cross section. At O(α1s) we note that the hard function, H(Q;µ),
and the global-soft function, Ss(ET ;µ, ν), appear in both factorization theorems, therefore is
sufficient to show
Sn(ET , r;µ, ν)⊗ B IIa/P (x,ET , r;µ)
ETQr−−−−−→ B Ga/P (x,ET ;µ, ν) +O
(ET
Qr
)
(2.30)
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Since this task is more technical we leave the details for Appendix B and here we give a
phase-space based argument using the corresponding operator definitions. For example the
operator definition of the soft-collinear function is [25],
Sn(ET , r) =
1
NC
Tr
[∑
Xsc
δ(ET − EXscT (ηcut))
〈
0
∣∣∣T [V †nUn]∣∣∣Xsc〉〈Xsc∣∣∣T [U †nVn]∣∣∣0〉], (2.31)
which is proportional to δ(ET−EXscT (ηcut)) with EXscT (ηcut) evaluated using Eq.(2.13). Taking
the limit r → 0 (or equivalently ηcut →∞),
δ(ET − EXscT (ηcut))
r→0−−−→ δ(ET − EXscT ), (2.32)
where on the r.h.s. EXscT is defined globally. The above equation can be understood in the
following way: contributions to the regions of phase-space where particles are emitted within
the cone are proportional to the size of available phase-space volume to the power of the
number of particles in the cone region (i.e., (Vcone)
#-of particles in cone). Thus, in the small
cone limit these corners of phase-space will be suppressed compared to the regions where
all particles in |Xsc〉 are emitted within the measured region and may be ignored. This
corresponds to a global definition of transverse energy. Working in the MS scheme any higher
order correction gives scaleless integrals and thus
Sn(ET , r)
r→0−−−→ S(0)n (ET , r) = δ(ET ). (2.33)
This corresponds to no contribution to the measurement from soft-collinear modes, and sug-
gests that in that limit the soft-collinear modes are redundant. This should be expected since
if we define zsc ≡ p−sc/p−c ∼ EXscT /(Qr) and demand zsc  1, then as we take the limit r → 0
we unavoidably have EXscT → 0. The same argument holds for the case of the beam function
giving,
B IIa/P (x,ET , r;µ) r→0−−−→ B Ga/P (x,ET ;µ, ν) , (2.34)
which up to power corrections gives Eq.(2.30) to all orders. To get the exact form of power
correction we work with the cumulant functions at O(αs) in Appendix B. The calculations
of Appendix A and B confirm the claim that with a single factorization theorem and an
appropriate choice of dynamical scales we can describe both regions of phase space.
2.4 Matching onto fixed order
In order to describes the transverse energy spectrum in the region ET ∼ Q we need to
match the resummed distribution to the fixed order (FO) result from the full theory. This is
necessary in order to include power corrections of ET /Q not described by the effective theory.
Furthermore, in this region logarithms of ET /Q are not large and thus the FO result correctly
describes the transverse energy spectrum. A smooth interpolation for the intermediate regime
can be achieved by adding to the resummed distribution the difference of the full theory FO
and effective theory FO result,
dσ
dET
=
dσII
dET
∣∣∣
pf
+
(dσFO
dET
∣∣∣
µ=Q
− dσ
G, FO
dET
∣∣∣
µ=Q
)
, (2.35)
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where we obtain dσ/dET by integrating over dy in the region y ∈ (−ymax, ymax) and over dQ
in the region Q ∈ (Qmin, Qmax), where Qmax, Qmin, and ymax, define the kinematic cuts for
the photon’s rapidity and invariant mass.. In order to remain within the central region we
need to impose ymax < ηcut. In Eq.(2.35) dσ
FO/dET is the O(αs) full QCD result where no
rapidity cutoff is imposed. Alternatively one can use,
dσ
dET
=
dσII
dET
∣∣∣
pf
+
(dσFO(ηcut)
dET
∣∣∣
µ=Q
− dσ
II, FO
dET
∣∣∣
µ=Q
)
, (2.36)
where now dσFO(ηcut) is the full QCD result where the rapidity cutoff is imposed. The
difference between Eq.(2.35) and Eq,(2.36) are power corrections which we already neglected
during the construction of the factorization theorem.
Note that dσG, FO/dET does not depend on the rapidity scale ν since rapidity divergences
cancel at fixed order in the convolution of the soft function and the beam functions. The
µ scale dependence of dσG, FO/dET and dσ
FO/dET comes from the running of the strong
coupling and the scale dependence of PDFs. The choice of µ need to be the same for both so
that detailed cancellation of the two is achieved in the region ET  Q where the resummed
distribution describes the spectrum. Detailed cancellation also needs to be achieved between
dσG, FO/dET and dσ
II/dET in the region ET & Q where the fixed order result describes the
spectrum. For this reason we need to turn-off evolution at ET & Q. This can be easily done
choosing µ = Q and using the profile scales in Eq.(2.24) and replacing µss, µB → µpfss(ET ) and
νss → νpfss(ET ) where
µpfss(ET < Q) ∼ ET , νpfss(ET < Q) ∼ ET ,
µpfss(ET & Q) ∼ µH ∼ Q , νpfss(ET & Q) ∼ νpfsc(Q) ∼ Q. (2.37)
Comparing our matched NLL’ result against a simulation using MadGraph [27]+Pythia [28,
29], we find good agreement. The hard process pp→ γ∗ is performed in MadGraph and then
showered by Pythia. We use Pythia build-in matrix element (ME) corrections for describ-
ing the distribution in the far tail. As discussed in Refs. [28, 29] this corresponds up to one
additional hard emission from the initial state partons. This is sufficient for our case since we
are matching only to NLO corrections in that region.4 In Figure 1, we show the comparison
in the peak region (left) and tail region (right) for the choice ηcut = 2.5.
The error band is estimated by varying all scales by a factor of two and one-half around
their canonical values. The total error is calculated by adding in quadrature all variations.
Caution is necessary here since the scales choice is implemented through the profile functions
4As discussed in the introduction, we will in Section 3.1 consider moments of this distribution, particularly
the first moment. For phenomenological applications that require studies of higher moments, where contribu-
tions from the far tail are further enhanced, one needs to consider higher hard parton multiplicity. In Monte
Carlo simulations this is achieved through a “Match and Merge” procedure [28, 29]. Since here the simulation
analysis is included only for purposes of comparison with the analytic NNL’+NLO result the default build in
ME correction of Pythia are sufficient.
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Figure 1. The NLL-prime resumed distributions evaluated from Eq.(2.35) (black dot-dashed)
compared against the result from Pythia partonic distributions (red solid).
in order to transition from one region to the other. That requires that a single profile function
will change with any of the scale variations in order to ensure the proper transition without
double counting the variations. For example, the global-soft and beam profiles will change
accordingly when we consider hard scale variation in order to freeze evolution in the far tail
but should remain unchanged for ET  Q. We collected all the details on the choice of profile
functions and scale variation in Appendix D.
In order to compare our analytic result with the partonic distributions in Pythia we
turned off the multi-parton interactions and hadronization. The non-perturbative/hadronization
effects on the resummed distributions can be studied using the operator definition of the soft
and collinear functions [30–33]. Usually the hadronization effects are included through a
convolution of the soft function or the cross section with a model function (which needs to
be determined from experiment). The convolution is over the measured observable and thus
the model function depends on the observable. The form of the model function is usually
determined using the operator product expansion to get the first few moments. This was
done for various event and jet-shape observables such as thrust, event-shape angularities, jet
mass, groomed-jet mass, D2, e.t.c. [34–38]. Ref. [39], studies the non-perturbative effects in
transverse momentum dependent (TMD) distributions and jet broadening in e+e− which are
most closely related to the measurement presented in this paper.
In contrast, contributions from multi-parton interactions (MPI) are not very well un-
derstood theoretically, and a systematic approach for describing these effects has yet to be
– 12 –
developed. The subject of MPI and how our formalism can be used to study its effect is
discussed in the next section.
3 Multiparton interactions
The origin of MPI is from secondary interactions of the beam remnants through Glauber
exchanges. These interactions are known to break factorization in measurements of global
observables but cancel in inclusive cross-sections. A variety of MPI sensitive observables are
used in experimental studies for understanding the properties of underlying event (UE) but
a comparison to the theory is currently impossible. In this paper we propose a prescription
to describe MPI contributions to transverse energy with a rapidity cutoff. In experimental
measurements of UE common choices for the rapidity cutoff parameter are ηcut = 2 and
ηcut = 2.5 (for example, see Refs. [1–5]). Our prescription is based on the following two
conjectures:
• Contributions to underlying event from MPI can be modeled by a convolution of a
model function with perturbative results,
• The MPI model function is insensitive to hard scale Q.
These assumptions lead to the following expression for the transverse energy spectrum in-
cluding MPI,
dσpert+MPI
dET
=
dσpert
dET
⊗ fMPI(ET , ηcut) , (3.1)
where fMPI(ET , ηcut) is the model function that needs to be fitted to the experiment. Similar
approach was used in Refs. [38, 40, 41] in order to incorporate for contribution from UE to
jet substructure observables. We allow the model function to depend on ηcut to properly
incorporate the change in phase-space for different experiments. The dependence on ηcut
can give us useful information regarding the pseudo-rapidity distribution of MPI in hadronic
collisions.
Note that the second conjecture can be relaxed allowing the model function to vary slowly
with the hard scale. Then instead of Eq.(3.1), the transverse energy spectrum is given by
dσpert+MPI
dET
=
∫
dQ
dσpert
dETdQ
⊗ fMPI(ET , Q, ηcut) , (3.2)
This approach might be more appropriate in studies over an extended range of Q. In this
work we consider Q ∈ (100, 1000) GeV and in this region it is sufficient to use the model
of Eq.(3.1). For the parameterizations of the MPI model function we used the half normal
distribution,
fMPI(ET , ηcut) = N exp
[
−
( ET
α(ηcut)
√
pi
)2]
Θ(ET ), (3.3)
– 13 –
where N = 2/(α(ηcut)pi) fixes the normalization of the model function to unity and α(ηcut)
controls the first moment of the model function,
α(ηcut) = 〈ET 〉f =
∫ ∞
0
dET ET fMPI(ET , ηcut). (3.4)
If the conjectures above can be shown to be true up to power corrections, within the effective
theory, then α(ηcut) can be written in terms of universal non-perturbative functions such
as multiparton distribution functions. Here α(ηcut) can be fixed directly from experimental
measurements using,
α(ηcut) = 〈ET 〉exp. − 〈ET 〉pert. . (3.5)
Since no experimental data are available for this measurement (see Refs. [1–5] for relevant
experimental studies) we use Monte Carlo simulation data. We find that in the region 1.5 <
ηcut < 3.5, α(ηcut) can be well described by a linear fit,
α(ηcut) = A ηcut , (3.6)
where A is a parameter that describes the mean transverse energy deposited in the central
region from MPI, and depends on the hadronic invariant mass,
√
s. Since in this work we are
considering only
√
s = 13 TeV we treat A as a constant. Fitting to the simulation data, we
find A = 22.7 GeV.
In Figure 2, we illustrate the effect of MPI interactions to measurements of transverse en-
ergy within a pseudo-rapidity region, as described by Pythia. Once MPI effects are included,
the transverse energy distribution differs significantly from the perturbation calculation. On
the other hand, by includingthe contribution in Eq.(3.1) with the model in Eq.(3.3) we were
able to accurately describe the simulation data.
We emphasize here that the aim of this section is to illustrate that a relatively simple
model can describe the contribution of MPI for a large spectrum of the partonic invariant
mass. More flexible models can achieve even better agreement, for example one can deviate
from the linear fit in Eq.(3.6) allowing A to depend on ηcut. Also we could deviate from he
functional from of fMPI of Eq.(3.3) (see also the work in Ref. [13] where the dependence of
fMPI on s for fixed ηcut = 4.5 is discussed).
3.1 MPI-insensitive observables
In this section we show how we can use measurements of transverse energy to construct
observables independent of MPI. Our proposal depends on the conjunctures above Eq.(3.1)
thus the observables we propose can be used either in order to validate these conjunctures or
for phenomenological studies, e.g., one can test the conjectures in Drell-Yan and use them in
phenomenological studies of Higgs production.
We define the subtracted moments as follows
∆E
(n)
T (Q,Q0) ≡ 〈EnT (Q)〉 − 〈EnT (Q0)〉 (3.7)
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Figure 2. The NLL-prime resumed distributions evaluated from Eq.(2.35) and convolved with the
half Gaussian model function (blue dashed) and the Pythia simulations (ISR+MPI) (orange solid).
We also included the purely perturbative result (black dot-dashed) compared against the result from
Pythia partonic distributions (MPI-only) (red solid). In each plot all curves are arbitrarily normalized
to the same area.
where, 〈EnT (Q)〉 is the nth moment at the hard scale Q and is defined by the following
〈EnT (Q)〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dET E
n
T
dσ(ET , Q)
dET
/∫ ∞
0
dET
dσ(ET , Q)
dET
(3.8)
where σ(ET , Q) refers to the differential cross section in ET and Q. Assuming the MPI
contribution can be modeled by a function fMPI(ET ) convoluted with the perturbative cross
section in Eq. (2.15) we have,
σ(ET , Q) =
∫
dE′T fMPI(ET − E′T )θ(ET − E′T )σpert(E′T , Q) (3.9)
The numerator in Eq. (3.8) can be written as∫ ∞
0
dETE
n
T
∫
dE′T fMPI(ET − E′T )θ(ET − E′T )σpert(E′T , Q) ,
=
∫
dE′T σ
pert(E′T , Q)
∫
dET (E
′
T + ω)
nfMPI(ω)θ(ω) ,
=
n∑
k=0
nCk
∫
dE′T (E
′
T )
kσpert(E′T , Q)×
∫
dω ωn−kfMPI(ω)θ(ω) (3.10)
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Figure 3. The observabel ∆ET (Q,Q0) for Q0 = 110 GeV for two different values of the rapidity
cutoff parameter ηcut = 2.5 (left) and ηcut = 3.5 (right)
where in the second line we changed the integration variable to ω = ET − E′T and nCk are
the binomial coefficients. With this, Eq. (3.8) can be written as
〈EnT (Q)〉 =
n∑
k=0
nCk 〈EkT (Q)〉pert × 〈En−kT 〉MPI (3.11)
where the perturbative average 〈· · · 〉pert and MPI average 〈· · · 〉MPI are defined by Eq. (3.8)
with the replacement of the cross section by perturbative cross section σpert(ET , Q) and by
the MPI model function fMPI(ET ) respectively. Applying Eq. (3.11) in Eq.3.7 we get
∆E
(n)
T (Q,Q0) =
n∑
k=1
nCk
(
〈EkT (Q)〉pert − 〈EkT (Q0)〉pert
)
× 〈En−kT 〉MPI ,
=
n∑
k=1
nCk ∆E
(k)
T,pert × 〈En−kT 〉MPI (3.12)
where ∆E
(k)
T,pert is defined in similar way to Eq. (3.7) in terms of the perturbative cross section.
By taking the difference at different values of Q, the first term at k = 0, which is 〈EnT 〉MPI,
cancels. Thus for the first few values of n we have,
∆E
(1)
T = ∆E
(1)
T,pert ,
∆E
(2)
T = 2∆E
(2)
T,pert + ∆E
(1)
T,pert 〈ET 〉MPI ,
∆E
(3)
T = 3∆E
(3)
T,pert + 3∆E
(2)
T,pert 〈ET 〉MPI + ∆E(1)T,pert 〈E2T 〉MPI (3.13)
Therefore, at n = 1 the MPI contribution precisely cancels and the difference can be predicted
by purely perturbative results. We refer to ∆ET ≡ ∆E(1)T as the subtracted transverse energy.
The difference of higher moments includes MPI contributions that can be used to determine
parameters of MPI models. Note that the results in Eq. (3.13) are obtained from the two
conjectures above Eq.(3.1) but are independent of the model function, fMPI.
We demonstrate the cancelation of the MPI contribution in ∆ET using Pythia simu-
lation in Figure 3. We are comparing the observable ∆ET (Q, 110 GeV) evaluated with the
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default MPI model of Pythia and the purely perturbative result. The uncertainty here is
evaluated by using the maximum and minimum values of the error bands from the perturba-
tive results. It is clear that, within the uncertainty, the observable ∆ET is independent of the
MPI contributions, as implemented in Pythia, for that range of the hard scale. In Figure 3
shows this for the cases ηcut = 2.5 and ηcut = 3.5.
3.2 Generalization to other observables
The approach of subtracting the mean at different hard scales to obtain MPI-insensitive
measurements can be implemented in other observables as well. This is true for additive
observables for which the contributions from MPI can be achieved through a convolution. A
characteristic example of this is the beam thrust [3, 6–8], B, defined as, 5
B =
∑
i∈X
p
(i)
T exp(−η(i)). (3.14)
The corresponding subtracted observable is
∆B(Q,Q0) ≡ 〈B(Q)〉 − 〈B(Q0)〉. (3.15)
In Figure 4 we demonstrate that ∆B(Q,Q0) is also insensitive to the MPI contributions
for a large range of the virtual photon’s invariant mass. An obvious advantage of using beam
thrust is that the contribution of each particle is weighted by exp(−η) and thus contribu-
tion from particles in the forward region, close to the rapidity boundary, is exponentially
suppressed. Therefore the measurement is insensitive to the rapidity cutoff 6. On the other
hand this means that we cannot use beam thrust as our observable if we aim to study the
pseudo-rapidity dependence of MPI through the model function fMPI.
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Figure 4. The observable ∆B(Q,Q0) (subtracted beam thrust) for Q0 = 100 GeV and ηcut = 4.5.
The uncertainty bands correspond to statistical uncertainty due to finite sample data.
5Here we use the definition provided in Ref. [3].
6This assumes that the cutoff does not enter the central region, i.e., ηcut & 1.5
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4 Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrated an effective field theory approach for calculating the transverse
energy spectrum when a rapidity cutoff is imposed. In contrast to Ref. [15], in this work we use
dynamical (profile) scales in order to interpolate between our result from the small transverse
energy region (region II) to large values of transverse energy (region I). Finally we used a
subtraction scheme to match onto the fixed order result of the full theory (QCD) at ET ∼ Q.
Although the cross section in the far tail region where ET ∼ Q is highly suppressed compared
to regions I and II, it is important to know the spectrum in all ranges of ET since the far tail
region gives significant contributions when we calculate moments of the transverse energy.
As an example we choose to study the process pp → γ(→ `+`−) + X away from the
Z-pole region. Comparing our results with Pythia (ISR only) simulations we find excellent
agreement. We then proceed to introduce a prescription to include the effect of multiparton
interactions (MPI). The prescription we propose, which is based on the conjectures above
Eq.(3.1), is to simply convolve the perturbative spectrum with a model function. The model
function should not depend on the hard process but could have small variations with the
change of the hard scale in the process. Comparing our result with Pythia (ISR+MPI) we
find that for the range 100-1000 GeV of the photon’s invariant mass the MPI model function
has little or no hard scale dependence.
Assuming independence of the model function on the hard scale of the problem we intro-
duce an observable, which is independent of MPI effects. This observable we are considering
is the subtracted first moment of the transverse energy at two different scales. We compare
our purely perturbative calculations of this observable against Pythia (ISR+MPI) and we
show that the two agree very well.
Although in this paper we considering only transverse energy measurements, in the last
section we discuss generalizations of this MPI insensitive observable to other event shapes,
such as beam thrust and transverse thrust. An advantage of using transverse energy as a
probe to the MPI effects is that we have strong sensitivity to the rapidity cutoff parameter,
ηcut. Measurements at different values of ηcut can give an insight into the pseudo-rapidity
dependence of MPI.
The independence of the MPI to the hard process using Monte Carlo simulations was
also investigated in Ref. [13] in Higgs, Z, and W± production processes implemented in
Herwig++ [42]. A future application of our work is to evaluate the Higgs or Z/W± transverse
energy spectrum, using the prescription and model function for MPI we propose in this paper,
and compare with results from Monte Carlo simulations.
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A The beam function matching for region I
We evaluate the bare global beam function O(αs) terms using Eq.(25) and (26) from Ref. [43],
B G (1,b)q/q (x,ET ;µ, ν) =
αsCF
pi
exp(γE)
Γ(1− )
( ν
p−
)η 1
µ
( µ
ET
)1+2[ 1 + x2
(1− x)1+η − (1− x)
1−η
]
. (A.1)
Expanding first in η and then in  we have,
B G (1,b)q/q (x,ET ;µ, ν) =
αsCF
pi
{
− 1
η
[
− 1

δ(ET ) + 2L0(ET , µ)
]
δ(1− x)
+
1

[
ln
( ν
p−
)
δ(1− x)− 1
2
P¯q/q(x)
]
δ(ET ) + L0(ET , µ)
[
P¯q/q(x)− 2 ln
( ν
p−
)
δ(1− x)
]
+ cq/q(x)δ(ET )
}
, (A.2)
where
cq/q(x) =
1− x
2
, (A.3)
and
P¯q/q(x) =
1 + x2
(1− x)+ −
3
2
δ(1− x) = Pq/q(x)− γ¯q δ(1− x), (A.4)
where Pi/j(x) are the QCD splitting kernels [44, 45] and γ¯q = 3/2. The divergent Pq/q(x)/
term cancels during the matching with the collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs)
and therefore should not be included in the renormalization kernel. Thus in the MS scheme
this yields,
I G (NLO)q/q (x,ET , p−) = δ(ET )δ(1− x) +
αsCF
pi
{
L0(ET , µ)
[
P¯q/q(x)− 2 ln
( ν
p−
)
δ(1− x)
]
+ cq/q(x)δ(ET )
}
, (A.5)
and the corresponding renormalization function
Z
B,G (1)
q/q (ET , p
−) = δ(ET ) +
αsCF
pi
{
− 1
η
[
2L0(ET , µ)− 1

δ(ET )
]
+
1

[
ln
( ν
p−
)
+
1
2
γ¯q
]
δ(ET )
}
,
(A.6)
where we omitted the rapidity and virtuality scale the arguments for simplicity of notation.
To evaluate the off-diagonal element I Gq/g we start with the corresponding partonic beam
function given in Eq.(26) of Ref. [43],
B G (1,b)q/g (x,ET , p−;µ, ν) =
αsTF
pi
eγE
Γ(2− )
( ν
p−
)η 1
µ
( µ
ET
)1+2
(1− x)−η
[
Pq/g(x)− 
]
. (A.7)
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where
Pq/g(x) = x
2 + (1− x)2 (A.8)
Expanding first in η and then in  we have,
B G (1,b)q/g (x,ET , p−;µ, ν) =
αsTF
pi
{
− 1
2
Pq/g(x) + L0(ET , µ)Pq/g(x) + cq/g(x)δ(ET )
}
, (A.9)
where
cq/g(x) = x(1− x). (A.10)
Except the term Pq/g(x)/ which cancels during the matching there is no other divergent term.
Thus the contribution from the off-diagonal element at this order does not contribute to the
renormalization function or the corresponding anomalous dimension. Thus the matching
coefficient is,
I G (NLO)q/g =
αsTF
pi
{
L0(ET , µ)Pq/g(x) + cq/g(x)δ(ET )
}
. (A.11)
The rapidity and virtuality anomalous dimensions, γν and γµ respectively are evaluated
using the following,
γB,Gν,q (ET ;µ) = −(ZB,Gq/q )−1 ⊗
d
d ln(ν)
ZB,Gq/q , (A.12)
γB,Gµ,q (p
−;µ, ν)δ(ET ) = −(ZB,Gq/q )−1 ⊗
d
d ln(µ)
ZB,Gq/q , (A.13)
and thus we have
γB,Gν,q (ET ;µ) = −
2αs(µ)CF
pi
L0(ET , µ), (A.14)
γB,Gµ,q (p
−;µ, ν) =
αs(µ)CF
pi
[
2 ln
( ν
p−
)
+ γ¯q
]
. (A.15)
B Merging fixed order
Here we perform an explicit calculation to show that the product Sn ⊗B IIa/P reduces to B Ga/P
in the large transverse energy limit, ET  Qr. To this end, we work with the partonic-level
functions, B Gq/i in Eq. (2.3) and the combination of soft-collinear and beam function Sn⊗B IIq/i
in Eq.(2.15) where i = q, g. At O(α1s) we have
Sn(ET , r;µ, ν)⊗ B IIq/i(x,ET , r;µ) = δqiδ(ET )δ(1− x)
+ S(1)n (ET , r;µ, ν)δqiδ(1− x) + I II (1)q/i (x,ET , r;µ) +O(α2s), (B.1)
and
B Gq/P (x,ET ;µ, ν) = δqiδ(ET )δ(1− x) + I G (1)q/i (x,ET ;µ, ν) +O(α2s), (B.2)
therefore we need to show[
S(1)n (ET , r;µ, ν)δqiδ(1− x) + I II (1)q/i (x,ET , r;µ)
]
ETQr−−−−−→ I G (1)q/i (x,ET ;µ, ν) + p.c. (B.3)
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This task becomes much easier if we work with cumulant bare functions defined
F (pcutT ) =
∫ pcutT
0
F (ET ) (B.4)
where the cumulant of the one-loop beam function in Eq. (2.3) is given by integrating Eq.(A.1),
I G (1)q/q (x, pcutT ) =
αsCF
pi
eγE
Γ(1− )
( ν
p−
)η[ 1 + x2
(1− x)1+η − (1− x)
1−η
]−1
2
( µ
pcutT
)2
. (B.5)
The one-loop cumulant soft-collinear function is given integrating Eq.(2.12) of Ref.[15]
S(1)n (p
cut
T , r) = −
αsCF
2pi
4eγE
Γ(1− )
1
η
(νr
µ
)η −1
2+ η
( µ
pcutT
)2+η
, (B.6)
and the one-loop cumulant beam function consists of in-jet, out-of-jet, the zero-bin contribu-
tions, given by integrating Eqs.(B.1), (B.10), and (B.13) of Ref. [15] respectively,
I II (1)q/q (x, pcutT , r) = I
(1)
q/q(x, r) + (∆B
out
q/q(x, p
cut
T , r)−∆Bzeroq/q (x, pcutT , r)) , (B.7)
where
I(1)q/q(x, r) = −
αsCF
2pi
eγEx2
Γ(1− )
( µ
p−r
)2[ 1 + x2
(1− x)1+2 − (1− x)
1−2
]
,
∆Boutq/q(x, p
cut
T , r) =
αsCF
2pi
eγE
Γ(1− )
( ν
p−
)η[ 1 + x2
(1− x)1+η − (1− x)
1−η
]
× θ(x− x0)
[( µ
p−r
x
1− x
)2 − ( µ
pcutT
)2]
,
∆Bzeroq/q (x, p
cut
T , r) = δ(1− x)S(1)n , (B.8)
where x0 = [1+p
cut
T /(p
−r)]−1. Note that the zero-bin contribution on the last line is precisely
cancelled against the soft-collinear function in Eq. (B.6).
S(1)n (p
cut
T , r)δ(1− x) + I II (1)q/q (x, pcutT , r)
= I(1)q/q(x, r) + ∆Boutq/q(x, pcutT , r)
= I G (1)q/q (x, pcutT ) + ∆Boutq/q(x, pcutT , r)
∣∣∣
θ(x−x0)→θ(x−x0)−θ(x)
. (B.9)
In the last step, we use the identify:
∆Boutq/q(x, p
cut
T , r) = θ(x− x0)
[
− I(1)q/q(x, r) + I
G (1)
q/q (x, p
cut
T )
]
+O(η) . (B.10)
Note that the second term on last line is simply power corrections in the limit pcutT  p−r:
θ(x− x0)− θ(x)→ −
(p−r
pcutT
)
δ(x) +O
[(p−r
pcutT
)2]
. (B.11)
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This shows the diagonal element (i.e., i = q) of Eq.(B.3) up to power corrections.
The gluon channel is similar but simpler. The gluon channel contribution in Eq. (2.3)
can be found integrating Eq.(A.7) and setting η → 0
I G (1)q/g (x, pcutT ) = −
αsTF
2pi
eγE
 Γ(2− )
[
Pqg(x)− 
]( µ
pcutT
)2
. (B.12)
There is no zero-bin contribution in the gluon channel thus using Eqs.(B.4) and (B.18) of
Ref. [15]
I II (1)q/g (x, pcutT , r) = I
(1)
q/g(x, r) + ∆B
out
q/g(x, p
cut
T , r) , (B.13)
where
I(1)q/g(x, r) = −
αsTF
2pi
(1

+ 1
)( x
1− x
)2( µ
p−r
)2
[Pqg(x)− ] ,
∆Boutq/g(x, p
cut
T , r) =
αsTF
pi
1
2(1− ) [Pqg(x)− ] θ(x− x0)
[( µ
p−r
x
1− x
)2 − ( µ
pcutT
)2]
.
(B.14)
By comparing Eq. (B.12) to Eq. (B.13), we find
∆Boutq/g(x, p
cut
T , r) = θ(x− x0)
[
I G (1)q/g (x, pcutT )− I
(1)
q/g(x, r)
]
+O() , (B.15)
and we have
I II (1)q/g (x, pcutT , r) = I
G (1)
q/g (x, p
cut
T ) + ∆B
out
q/g(x, p
cut
T , r)
∣∣∣
θ(x−x0)→θ(x−x0)−θ(x)
. (B.16)
As in Eq. (B.9), the second term on RHS is the power correction.
C Evolution and resummation
In this appendix we give the details for the solutions of the renormalization group and rapidity
renormalization group equations. This section is divided into two subsections. In Section C.1
we discuss the virtuality renormalization group equations and the solutions of those equations
and in Section C.2 the rapidity renormalization group evolution is described. All elements of
factorization (hard, soft, soft-collinear, and beam) satisfy renormalization group equations,
in contrast, only transverse energy dependent quantities have rapidity RGE.
C.1 Renormalization group evolution
The RGEs we encounter in this work belong to the same category of what was referred to in
Ref. [15] as unmeasured evolution equations. In this paper we do not discuss the evolution
of measured quantities and therefore such a distinction is redundant. Also for the processes
we are considering the hard and soft function have trivial color structure and therefore we do
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not address the complications that appear when one considers multi-jet processes in hadronic
collisions. The RGEs we consider have the following form,
d
d lnµ
F (µ) = γFµ (µ, αs)F (µ) =
[
ΓFµ [αS ] ln
( µ2
m2F
)
+ ∆γFµ [αS ]
]
F (µ), (C.1)
where γFµ is the virtuality anomalous dimension. We refer to the first term in the square
brackets as the cusp part since ΓFµ [αs] is proportional to the cusp anomalous dimension, and
the second term, ∆γFµ [αS ], as the non-cusp part. Both the cusp and the non-cusp terms have
an expansion in the strong coupling. For the cusp term we have,
ΓF [αs] = (Γ
0
F /Γ
0
cusp)Γcusp = (Γ
0
F /Γ
0
cusp)
∞∑
n=0
(αs
4pi
)1+n
Γncusp, (C.2)
and similarly the non-cusp part is given by,
γF [αs] =
∞∑
n=0
(αs
4pi
)1+n
γnF , (C.3)
The solution to the RGE in Eq.(C.1) is
F (µ) = UF (µ, µ0)F (µ0) , UF (µ, µ0) = exp (KF (µ, µ0))
(
µ0
mF
)ωF (µ,µ0)
, (C.4)
with
KF (µ, µ0) = 2
∫ α(µ)
α(µ0)
dα
β(α)
ΓF (α)
∫ α
α(µ0)
dα′
β(α′)
+
∫ α(µ)
α(µ0)
dα
β(α)
γF (α), (C.5)
ωF (µ, µ0) = 2
∫ α(µ)
α(µ0)
dα
β(α)
ΓF (α). (C.6)
Since in this work we are interested only in the NLL and NLL’ result we may keep only the
first two terms in the perturbative expansion of the cusp part (i.e., ΓF0 , Γ
0
cusp, and Γ
1
cusp) and
only the first term form the non-cusp part (γ0F ). Performing this expansion we get,
KF (µ, µ0) = − γ
0
F
2β0
ln r − 2piΓ
0
F
(β0)2
[r − 1 + r ln r
αs(µ)
+
(
Γ1cusp
Γ0cusp
− β1
β0
)
1− r + ln r
4pi
+
β1
8piβ0
ln2 r
]
,
(C.7)
ωF (µ, µ0) = −Γ
0
F
β0
[
ln r +
(
Γ1cusp
Γ0cusp
− β1
β0
)
αs(µ0)
4pi
(r − 1)
]
, (C.8)
where r = α(µ)/α(µ0) and βn are the coefficients of the QCD β-function,
β(αs) = µ
dαs
dµ
= −2αs
∞∑
n=0
(αs
4pi
)1+n
βn . (C.9)
Table 1 the expressions for all ingredients necessary to perform the evolution of any function
that appears in the factorization theorems we considered in this paper are given in.
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Function Haa¯ S
aa¯
s S
a
n BGa/P BIIa/P
Γ0F −4(Ca + Ca¯) 4(Ca + Ca¯) −4Ca 0 4Ca
γ0F −4γ¯a(Ca + Ca¯) 0 0 4piγB, Gµ,a /αs 4Caγ¯a
mF Q νss νscr n.a. p
−r
ξF n.a. 4(Ca + Ca¯) −4Ca −4Ca n.a.
∆γFν n.a. O(αs) O(αs) O(αs) n.a.
Table 1. Evolution table: γ¯q = 3/2 and γ
B, G
µ,a = (αs(µ)CF /pi)
(
2 ln(ν/p−) + γ¯q
)
.
C.2 Rapidity renormalization group evolution
In this section we summarize the solution for the rapidity renormalization group equations
for the global soft, Ss, soft-collinear, Sn, and global beam, BGa/P functions. Even though
the unmeasured beam function of region II has transverse energy dependence, it does not
have rapidity divergences and thus does not acquire rapidity scale dependence. The RRG
equation for transverse energy measurements of the function F (ET ) ∈ {Ss, Sn,BGa/P } takes
the following form,
d
d ln ν
F (ET , µ, ν) =
∫
dE′T γ
F
ν (ET − E′T , µ)F (E′T , µ, ν) ≡ γFν ⊗ F (ET , µ, ν), (C.10)
where
γFν (ET , µ) = 2Γ
F
ν [αs]L0(ET , µ) + ∆γFν [αs]. (C.11)
The solution of this equations is
F (ET , µ, ν) =
∫
dET VF (ET − E′T , µ, ν, ν0)F (E′T , µ, ν0), (C.12)
where
VF (E,µ, ν, ν0) = e
κF (µ,ν,ν0)(eγEµ)−ηF (µ,ν,ν0)
Γ(ηF (µ, ν, ν0))
[ 1
E1−ηF (µ,ν,ν0)
]
+
, (C.13)
and
ηF (µ, ν, ν0) = 2Γ
F
ν [α] ln
(
ν
ν0
)
, κF (µ, ν, ν0) = ∆γ
F
ν [α] ln
(
ν
ν0
)
, (C.14)
where ν0 is the characteristic scale (for each function) from which we start the evolution.
This scale is chosen such that rapidity logarithms are minimized. For the global-soft, soft-
collinear, and beam functions these scales are given in Table 1. The first term in the rapidity
anomalous dimension in Eq.(C.11) is proportional to the cusp anomalous dimension and
the proportionality constant we denote with ξF , (Γ
F
ν = ξFΓcusp). We define the the plus-
distribution in Eq. (C.13) through its inverse Laplace transform,[ 1
E1−α
]
+
= L−1
[
sα Γ[−α]
]
.
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Hard scale variation Beam scale variation Global-soft scale variation
Collinear rapidity variation Global-soft rapidity variation
✏H
<latexit  sha1_base64="o S7d6QS9Wn8IJL9 /i8eVFviw3LQ="> AAAB83icbVBNSwM xEJ2tX7V+VT16CR bFU9kVQY8FLz1W sB/QXUo2zbah2SQ kWaEs/RtePCji1T /jzX9j2u5BWx8MP N6bYWZerDgz1ve /vdLG5tb2Tnm3sr d/cHhUPT7pGJlpQ ttEcql7MTaUM0Hb lllOe0pTnMacdu PJ/dzvPlFtmBSPd qpolOKRYAkj2Dop DKkyjEsxyJuzQbX m1/0F0DoJClKDA q1B9SscSpKlVFjC sTH9wFc2yrG2jHA 6q4SZoQqTCR7Rv qMCp9RE+eLmGbpw yhAlUrsSFi3U3xM 5To2ZprHrTLEdm1 VvLv7n9TOb3EU5 EyqzVJDloiTjyEo 0DwANmabE8qkjmG jmbkVkjDUm1sVUc SEEqy+vk851PfD rwcNNrXFZxFGGMz iHKwjgFhrQhBa0g YCCZ3iFNy/zXrx3 72PZWvKKmVP4A+ /zB10Vkcs=</lat exit><latexit  sha1_base64="o S7d6QS9Wn8IJL9 /i8eVFviw3LQ="> AAAB83icbVBNSwM xEJ2tX7V+VT16CR bFU9kVQY8FLz1W sB/QXUo2zbah2SQ kWaEs/RtePCji1T /jzX9j2u5BWx8MP N6bYWZerDgz1ve /vdLG5tb2Tnm3sr d/cHhUPT7pGJlpQ ttEcql7MTaUM0Hb lllOe0pTnMacdu PJ/dzvPlFtmBSPd qpolOKRYAkj2Dop DKkyjEsxyJuzQbX m1/0F0DoJClKDA q1B9SscSpKlVFjC sTH9wFc2yrG2jHA 6q4SZoQqTCR7Rv qMCp9RE+eLmGbpw yhAlUrsSFi3U3xM 5To2ZprHrTLEdm1 VvLv7n9TOb3EU5 EyqzVJDloiTjyEo 0DwANmabE8qkjmG jmbkVkjDUm1sVUc SEEqy+vk851PfD rwcNNrXFZxFGGMz iHKwjgFhrQhBa0g YCCZ3iFNy/zXrx3 72PZWvKKmVP4A+ /zB10Vkcs=</lat exit><latexit  sha1_base64="o S7d6QS9Wn8IJL9 /i8eVFviw3LQ="> AAAB83icbVBNSwM xEJ2tX7V+VT16CR bFU9kVQY8FLz1W sB/QXUo2zbah2SQ kWaEs/RtePCji1T /jzX9j2u5BWx8MP N6bYWZerDgz1ve /vdLG5tb2Tnm3sr d/cHhUPT7pGJlpQ ttEcql7MTaUM0Hb lllOe0pTnMacdu PJ/dzvPlFtmBSPd qpolOKRYAkj2Dop DKkyjEsxyJuzQbX m1/0F0DoJClKDA q1B9SscSpKlVFjC sTH9wFc2yrG2jHA 6q4SZoQqTCR7Rv qMCp9RE+eLmGbpw yhAlUrsSFi3U3xM 5To2ZprHrTLEdm1 VvLv7n9TOb3EU5 EyqzVJDloiTjyEo 0DwANmabE8qkjmG jmbkVkjDUm1sVUc SEEqy+vk851PfD rwcNNrXFZxFGGMz iHKwjgFhrQhBa0g YCCZ3iFNy/zXrx3 72PZWvKKmVP4A+ /zB10Vkcs=</lat exit><latexit  sha1_base64="o S7d6QS9Wn8IJL9 /i8eVFviw3LQ="> AAAB83icbVBNSwM xEJ2tX7V+VT16CR bFU9kVQY8FLz1W sB/QXUo2zbah2SQ kWaEs/RtePCji1T /jzX9j2u5BWx8MP N6bYWZerDgz1ve /vdLG5tb2Tnm3sr d/cHhUPT7pGJlpQ ttEcql7MTaUM0Hb lllOe0pTnMacdu PJ/dzvPlFtmBSPd qpolOKRYAkj2Dop DKkyjEsxyJuzQbX m1/0F0DoJClKDA q1B9SscSpKlVFjC sTH9wFc2yrG2jHA 6q4SZoQqTCR7Rv qMCp9RE+eLmGbpw yhAlUrsSFi3U3xM 5To2ZprHrTLEdm1 VvLv7n9TOb3EU5 EyqzVJDloiTjyEo 0DwANmabE8qkjmG jmbkVkjDUm1sVUc SEEqy+vk851PfD rwcNNrXFZxFGGMz iHKwjgFhrQhBa0g YCCZ3iFNy/zXrx3 72PZWvKKmVP4A+ /zB10Vkcs=</lat exit>
✏ss
<latexit sha1_base64="IxImkAag PABkK0nwi1Lby44iCuU=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYFA8hV0R9 Bjw4jGCeUCyhNlJJxkyO7POzAbCku/w4kERr36MN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6K EsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jEo1wzpTQulWRA0KLrFuuRXYSjT SOBLYjEZ3M785Rm24ko92kmAY04Hkfc6odVLYwcRwoWQ3M2baLZX9ij8HWS VBTsqQo9YtfXV6iqUxSssENaYd+IkNM6otZwKnxU5qMKFsRAfYdlTSGE2Yz Y+eknOn9EhfaVfSkrn6eyKjsTGTOHKdMbVDs+zNxP+8dmr7t2HGZZJalGyx qJ8KYhWZJUB6XCOzYuIIZZq7WwkbUk2ZdTkVXQjB8surpHFVCfxK8HBdrl7 kcRTgFM7gEgK4gSrcQw3qwOAJnuEV3ryx9+K9ex+L1jUvnzmBP/A+fwB215 Jz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IxImkAag PABkK0nwi1Lby44iCuU=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYFA8hV0R9 Bjw4jGCeUCyhNlJJxkyO7POzAbCku/w4kERr36MN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6K EsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jEo1wzpTQulWRA0KLrFuuRXYSjT SOBLYjEZ3M785Rm24ko92kmAY04Hkfc6odVLYwcRwoWQ3M2baLZX9ij8HWS VBTsqQo9YtfXV6iqUxSssENaYd+IkNM6otZwKnxU5qMKFsRAfYdlTSGE2Yz Y+eknOn9EhfaVfSkrn6eyKjsTGTOHKdMbVDs+zNxP+8dmr7t2HGZZJalGyx qJ8KYhWZJUB6XCOzYuIIZZq7WwkbUk2ZdTkVXQjB8surpHFVCfxK8HBdrl7 kcRTgFM7gEgK4gSrcQw3qwOAJnuEV3ryx9+K9ex+L1jUvnzmBP/A+fwB215 Jz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IxImkAag PABkK0nwi1Lby44iCuU=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYFA8hV0R9 Bjw4jGCeUCyhNlJJxkyO7POzAbCku/w4kERr36MN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6K EsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jEo1wzpTQulWRA0KLrFuuRXYSjT SOBLYjEZ3M785Rm24ko92kmAY04Hkfc6odVLYwcRwoWQ3M2baLZX9ij8HWS VBTsqQo9YtfXV6iqUxSssENaYd+IkNM6otZwKnxU5qMKFsRAfYdlTSGE2Yz Y+eknOn9EhfaVfSkrn6eyKjsTGTOHKdMbVDs+zNxP+8dmr7t2HGZZJalGyx qJ8KYhWZJUB6XCOzYuIIZZq7WwkbUk2ZdTkVXQjB8surpHFVCfxK8HBdrl7 kcRTgFM7gEgK4gSrcQw3qwOAJnuEV3ryx9+K9ex+L1jUvnzmBP/A+fwB215 Jz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IxImkAag PABkK0nwi1Lby44iCuU=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYFA8hV0R9 Bjw4jGCeUCyhNlJJxkyO7POzAbCku/w4kERr36MN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6K EsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jEo1wzpTQulWRA0KLrFuuRXYSjT SOBLYjEZ3M785Rm24ko92kmAY04Hkfc6odVLYwcRwoWQ3M2baLZX9ij8HWS VBTsqQo9YtfXV6iqUxSssENaYd+IkNM6otZwKnxU5qMKFsRAfYdlTSGE2Yz Y+eknOn9EhfaVfSkrn6eyKjsTGTOHKdMbVDs+zNxP+8dmr7t2HGZZJalGyx qJ8KYhWZJUB6XCOzYuIIZZq7WwkbUk2ZdTkVXQjB8surpHFVCfxK8HBdrl7 kcRTgFM7gEgK4gSrcQw3qwOAJnuEV3ryx9+K9ex+L1jUvnzmBP/A+fwB215 Jz</latexit>
✏B
<latexit sha1_base64="JOVRSePa 0AFW1KCEWX394S/La4A=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RQUvXhaL4qkkI uix6MVjBVsLTSib7aZdutmE3Y1QYg7+FS8eFPHq3/Dmv3HT5qCtAwvDzHu8 2QkSzpR2nG+rsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t79i7ex0Vp5LQNol5LLsBVpQzQduaaU6 7iaQ4Cji9D8bXhX//QKVisbjTk4T6ER4KFjKCtZH69oFHE8W4oZkXYT0imG dXed63607DmQItErckdSjR6ttf3iAmaUSFJhwr1XOdRPsZlpoRTvOalyqaY DLGQ9ozVOCIKj+b5s/RsVEGKIyleUKjqfp7I8ORUpMoMJNFRjXvFeJ/Xi/V 4aWfMZGkmgoyOxSmHOkYFWWgAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1lNVOCO//lRdI 5a7hOw709rzdPyjqqcAhHcAouXEATbqAFbSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsfs9GKVe 7swx9Ynz/Y4ZaI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JOVRSePa 0AFW1KCEWX394S/La4A=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RQUvXhaL4qkkI uix6MVjBVsLTSib7aZdutmE3Y1QYg7+FS8eFPHq3/Dmv3HT5qCtAwvDzHu8 2QkSzpR2nG+rsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t79i7ex0Vp5LQNol5LLsBVpQzQduaaU6 7iaQ4Cji9D8bXhX//QKVisbjTk4T6ER4KFjKCtZH69oFHE8W4oZkXYT0imG dXed63607DmQItErckdSjR6ttf3iAmaUSFJhwr1XOdRPsZlpoRTvOalyqaY DLGQ9ozVOCIKj+b5s/RsVEGKIyleUKjqfp7I8ORUpMoMJNFRjXvFeJ/Xi/V 4aWfMZGkmgoyOxSmHOkYFWWgAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1lNVOCO//lRdI 5a7hOw709rzdPyjqqcAhHcAouXEATbqAFbSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsfs9GKVe 7swx9Ynz/Y4ZaI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JOVRSePa 0AFW1KCEWX394S/La4A=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RQUvXhaL4qkkI uix6MVjBVsLTSib7aZdutmE3Y1QYg7+FS8eFPHq3/Dmv3HT5qCtAwvDzHu8 2QkSzpR2nG+rsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t79i7ex0Vp5LQNol5LLsBVpQzQduaaU6 7iaQ4Cji9D8bXhX//QKVisbjTk4T6ER4KFjKCtZH69oFHE8W4oZkXYT0imG dXed63607DmQItErckdSjR6ttf3iAmaUSFJhwr1XOdRPsZlpoRTvOalyqaY DLGQ9ozVOCIKj+b5s/RsVEGKIyleUKjqfp7I8ORUpMoMJNFRjXvFeJ/Xi/V 4aWfMZGkmgoyOxSmHOkYFWWgAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1lNVOCO//lRdI 5a7hOw709rzdPyjqqcAhHcAouXEATbqAFbSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsfs9GKVe 7swx9Ynz/Y4ZaI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JOVRSePa 0AFW1KCEWX394S/La4A=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RQUvXhaL4qkkI uix6MVjBVsLTSib7aZdutmE3Y1QYg7+FS8eFPHq3/Dmv3HT5qCtAwvDzHu8 2QkSzpR2nG+rsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t79i7ex0Vp5LQNol5LLsBVpQzQduaaU6 7iaQ4Cji9D8bXhX//QKVisbjTk4T6ER4KFjKCtZH69oFHE8W4oZkXYT0imG dXed63607DmQItErckdSjR6ttf3iAmaUSFJhwr1XOdRPsZlpoRTvOalyqaY DLGQ9ozVOCIKj+b5s/RsVEGKIyleUKjqfp7I8ORUpMoMJNFRjXvFeJ/Xi/V 4aWfMZGkmgoyOxSmHOkYFWWgAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1lNVOCO//lRdI 5a7hOw709rzdPyjqqcAhHcAouXEATbqAFbSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsfs9GKVe 7swx9Ynz/Y4ZaI</latexit>
⇣ss
<latexit sha1_base64="sypxto6j gm/kGWeozn61g6Q48kQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIviqSQi6 LHgxWMF24ptKJvttF262YTdiVBD/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkX JlIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZazvQ2ZQCoUNEiTxPtH IolBiKxxdT/3WI2ojYnVH4wSDiA2U6AvOyEoPnSck1s2MmXTLFa/qzeAuEz 8nFchR75a/Or2YpxEq4pIZ0/a9hIKMaRJc4qTUSQ0mjI/YANuWKhahCbLZx RP3xCo9tx9rW4rcmfp7ImORMeMotJ0Ro6FZ9Kbif147pf5VkAmVpISKzxf1 U+lS7E7fd3tCIyc5toRxLeytLh8yzTjZkEo2BH/x5WXSPK/6XtW/vajUTvM 4inAEx3AGPlxCDW6gDg3goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4ADBeRDw ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sypxto6j gm/kGWeozn61g6Q48kQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIviqSQi6 LHgxWMF24ptKJvttF262YTdiVBD/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkX JlIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZazvQ2ZQCoUNEiTxPtH IolBiKxxdT/3WI2ojYnVH4wSDiA2U6AvOyEoPnSck1s2MmXTLFa/qzeAuEz 8nFchR75a/Or2YpxEq4pIZ0/a9hIKMaRJc4qTUSQ0mjI/YANuWKhahCbLZx RP3xCo9tx9rW4rcmfp7ImORMeMotJ0Ro6FZ9Kbif147pf5VkAmVpISKzxf1 U+lS7E7fd3tCIyc5toRxLeytLh8yzTjZkEo2BH/x5WXSPK/6XtW/vajUTvM 4inAEx3AGPlxCDW6gDg3goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4ADBeRDw ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sypxto6j gm/kGWeozn61g6Q48kQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIviqSQi6 LHgxWMF24ptKJvttF262YTdiVBD/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkX JlIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZazvQ2ZQCoUNEiTxPtH IolBiKxxdT/3WI2ojYnVH4wSDiA2U6AvOyEoPnSck1s2MmXTLFa/qzeAuEz 8nFchR75a/Or2YpxEq4pIZ0/a9hIKMaRJc4qTUSQ0mjI/YANuWKhahCbLZx RP3xCo9tx9rW4rcmfp7ImORMeMotJ0Ro6FZ9Kbif147pf5VkAmVpISKzxf1 U+lS7E7fd3tCIyc5toRxLeytLh8yzTjZkEo2BH/x5WXSPK/6XtW/vajUTvM 4inAEx3AGPlxCDW6gDg3goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4ADBeRDw ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sypxto6j gm/kGWeozn61g6Q48kQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIviqSQi6 LHgxWMF24ptKJvttF262YTdiVBD/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkX JlIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZazvQ2ZQCoUNEiTxPtH IolBiKxxdT/3WI2ojYnVH4wSDiA2U6AvOyEoPnSck1s2MmXTLFa/qzeAuEz 8nFchR75a/Or2YpxEq4pIZ0/a9hIKMaRJc4qTUSQ0mjI/YANuWKhahCbLZx RP3xCo9tx9rW4rcmfp7ImORMeMotJ0Ro6FZ9Kbif147pf5VkAmVpISKzxf1 U+lS7E7fd3tCIyc5toRxLeytLh8yzTjZkEo2BH/x5WXSPK/6XtW/vajUTvM 4inAEx3AGPlxCDW6gDg3goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4ADBeRDw ==</latexit>⇣cs
<latexit sha1_base64="x+2HqSaA 9VRpy/bJFSvxGStEI68=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIviqSQi6 LHgxWMF24ptKJvttF262YTdiVBD/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkX JlIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZazvQ2ZQCoUNEiTxPtH IolBiKxxdT/3WI2ojYnVH4wSDiA2U6AvOyEoPnSck1s24mXTLFa/qzeAuEz 8nFchR75a/Or2YpxEq4pIZ0/a9hIKMaRJc4qTUSQ0mjI/YANuWKhahCbLZx RP3xCo9tx9rW4rcmfp7ImORMeMotJ0Ro6FZ9Kbif147pf5VkAmVpISKzxf1 U+lS7E7fd3tCIyc5toRxLeytLh8yzTjZkEo2BH/x5WXSPK/6XtW/vajUTvM 4inAEx3AGPlxCDW6gDg3goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4A86iQ/w ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x+2HqSaA 9VRpy/bJFSvxGStEI68=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIviqSQi6 LHgxWMF24ptKJvttF262YTdiVBD/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkX JlIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZazvQ2ZQCoUNEiTxPtH IolBiKxxdT/3WI2ojYnVH4wSDiA2U6AvOyEoPnSck1s24mXTLFa/qzeAuEz 8nFchR75a/Or2YpxEq4pIZ0/a9hIKMaRJc4qTUSQ0mjI/YANuWKhahCbLZx RP3xCo9tx9rW4rcmfp7ImORMeMotJ0Ro6FZ9Kbif147pf5VkAmVpISKzxf1 U+lS7E7fd3tCIyc5toRxLeytLh8yzTjZkEo2BH/x5WXSPK/6XtW/vajUTvM 4inAEx3AGPlxCDW6gDg3goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4A86iQ/w ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x+2HqSaA 9VRpy/bJFSvxGStEI68=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIviqSQi6 LHgxWMF24ptKJvttF262YTdiVBD/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkX JlIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZazvQ2ZQCoUNEiTxPtH IolBiKxxdT/3WI2ojYnVH4wSDiA2U6AvOyEoPnSck1s24mXTLFa/qzeAuEz 8nFchR75a/Or2YpxEq4pIZ0/a9hIKMaRJc4qTUSQ0mjI/YANuWKhahCbLZx RP3xCo9tx9rW4rcmfp7ImORMeMotJ0Ro6FZ9Kbif147pf5VkAmVpISKzxf1 U+lS7E7fd3tCIyc5toRxLeytLh8yzTjZkEo2BH/x5WXSPK/6XtW/vajUTvM 4inAEx3AGPlxCDW6gDg3goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4A86iQ/w ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x+2HqSaA 9VRpy/bJFSvxGStEI68=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIviqSQi6 LHgxWMF24ptKJvttF262YTdiVBD/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkX JlIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk41xwaPZazvQ2ZQCoUNEiTxPtH IolBiKxxdT/3WI2ojYnVH4wSDiA2U6AvOyEoPnSck1s24mXTLFa/qzeAuEz 8nFchR75a/Or2YpxEq4pIZ0/a9hIKMaRJc4qTUSQ0mjI/YANuWKhahCbLZx RP3xCo9tx9rW4rcmfp7ImORMeMotJ0Ro6FZ9Kbif147pf5VkAmVpISKzxf1 U+lS7E7fd3tCIyc5toRxLeytLh8yzTjZkEo2BH/x5WXSPK/6XtW/vajUTvM 4inAEx3AGPlxCDW6gDg3goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4A86iQ/w ==</latexit>
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Figure 5. Illustration of the profile scales and how each of the four profile functions changes with the
five scale variations. For improving readability we use log-log plots.
D Profile functions and scale variation
In this section we give the details on the choice of profile functions and how scale variation
is performed. There are four profile functions. They assist either for the transition from
region I to region II or for turning off evolution in the far tail (in order to match onto the
fixed order result). The asymptotic behavior in all regions for all profile functions is collected
in Eqs.(2.24) and (2.37). The relations in Eq.(2.24) need to be always satisfied in order to
reproduce the correct result when transitioning from region II to region I. That is, for example,
when we vary µss (in order to explore uncertainty due to scale variation), µ
pf
B should be varied
accordingly.
There are five scale variations that we need to consider: the hard scale, µH , which extends
to all three regions (I, II, and far tail), the global soft scale, µss, which extends only to region
I and II, the beam scale, µIIB , which only applies in region II, the global soft rapidity scale,
νss, for both regions I and II, and finally the collinear rapidity scale which corresponds to νsc
in region II, and to νB in region I. In practice we will control these variations through five
corresponding parameters, H , ss, B, ζss, and ζcs (= +1,−1, 0). The four profile functions
– 25 –
and the hard scale are then defined as follows.
µH(M ; H) =(2)
HM
µpfss(ET ,M ; H , ss) =g
(
(2)ssET , (2)
HM
)
,
µpfB (ET ,M, y, r; H , ss, B) =µ
pf
ss(ET ,M ; H , ss) + (2)
BMe−yr
− g
(
(2)BMe−yr, µpfss(ET ,M ; H , ss)
)
,
νpfss(ET ,M ; ζcs, ζss) =g
(
(2)ζssET , (2)
ζcsM
)
,
νpfcs(ET , r,M ; ζcs) =(2)
ζcsg
(
ET /r,M
)
, (D.1)
where
g(µ1, µ2) =
µ1
(1 + (µ1/µ2)n)1/n
. (D.2)
We choose n = 10. In Figure 5 we illustrate how each of the profile functions changes when
we consider the variation for one of the five control parameters: H , ss, B, ζss, and ζcs. In
each plot we separate the three different regions with vertical lines.
One can also explore the sensitivity of the differential cross section to the choice of the
function g(µ1, µ2). In our formalism this can be performed by setting all variation control
parameters to zero and varying the parameter n. We find that for 4 < n < 12 the result falls
within the error bands of the scale variation. We find that n = 10 gives the best numerical
stability for the central values. We do not explore different parameterizations of the function
g(µ1, µ2).
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